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Neoplastic cells of Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) may or may not show sustained response to
temozolomide (TMZ) chemotherapy. We hypothesize that TMZ chemotherapy response in GBM is
predetermined in its neoplastic clones via a specific set of mutations that alter relevant pathways. We
describe exome-wide enrichment of variant allele frequencies (VAFs) in neurospheres displaying
contrasting phenotypes of sustained versus reversible TMZ-responses in vitro. Enrichment of VAFs was
found on genes ST5, RP6KA1 and PRKDC in cells showing sustained TMZ-effect whereas on genes FREM2,
AASDH and STK36, in cells showing reversible TMZ-effect. Ingenuity pathway analysis (IPA) revealed that
these genes alter cell-cycle, G2/M-checkpoint-regulation and NHEJ pathways in sustained TMZ-effect cells
whereas the lysine-II&V/phenylalanine degradation and sonic hedgehog (Hh) pathways in reversible
TMZ-effect cells. Next, we validated the likely involvement of the Hh-pathway in TMZ-response on
additional GBM neurospheres as well as on GBM patients, by extracting RNA-sequencing-based gene
expression data from the TCGA-GBM database. Finally, we demonstrated TMZ-sensitization of a TMZ
non-responder neurosphere in vitro by treating them with the FDA-approved pharmacological Hh-pathway
inhibitor vismodegib. Altogether, our results indicate that the Hh-pathway impedes sustained
TMZ-response in GBM and could be a potential therapeutic target to enhance TMZ-response in this
malignancy.

G
lioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is a lethal malignancy of the central nervous system (CNS) showing
dismal prognosis under the standard care of surgery, adjuvant radiotherapy and temozolomide (TMZ)
chemotherapy1. Both radiotherapy and TMZ chemotherapy induce DNA damage in GBM neoplastic

cells by means of generating double-strand breaks (DSB) and single-strand breaks (SSB) respectively. Ionizing
radiation (IR) directly induces DSB and TMZ induces SSB by alkylating purine residues at the nucleotide posi-
tions of N-7, O-6 for Guanine (N-7-me-G, O-6-me-G) and N-3 for Adenine nucleotides (N-3-me-A), thus acti-
vating the base excision repair (BER) pathway2–5. Following alkylation, the damaged bases of the affected cells, are
removed first by BER-glycosylase enzymes generating apurinic/apyrimidinic (AP)-sites followed by AP-endonucleases
(APE) to finally generate SSB. Eventually both SSB and DSB converge to elicit the final response through common
DNA damage response (DDR) pathways, to determine the fate of the damaged cell, either a sustained terminal
response phenotype like apoptosis/senescence or a reversible response phenotype like quiescence (transient cell
cycle arrest to repair the damage)4,5. Despite considerable knowledge of the molecular mechanism(s) of TMZ-
response in GBM, it remains unclear why some cells respond to TMZ by showing a sustained effect such as
apoptosis/cellular senescence while others do not.

A growing body of evidence in vitro as well as in vivo suggests clonal heterogeneity of cancer cells (genetic or
non-genetic heterogeneity), to play a pivotal role in chemotherapy response6–10. We demonstrate here a plausible
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model to explain TMZ-response of GBM neoplastic cells with the
perspective of clonal heterogeneity. The most desirable outcome of
GBM heterogeneous clones exposed to the maximum clinically achiev-
able dose of TMZ11 is induction of apoptosis and death. However,
only a proportion of these clones induce apoptosis as an instant effect
of TMZ-treatment. The residual clones, either show sustained growth
arrest followed by induction of cellular senescence, or are non-
responders. We sought to identify the genetic basis of these residual
clones showing either a reversible drug-effect or a sustained drug-
effect in response to TMZ. We explore here genetic heterogeneity of
GBM neoplastic cells to estimate clonal enrichment in response to
TMZ-treatment in vitro. Genetic heterogeneity assumes every indi-
vidual clone to have a ‘‘signature set of mutations’’9,12. Therefore,
changes in clonal predominance after an exposure to chemothera-
peutic drugs (in vitro or in vivo) will be reflected in the mutation
spectrum of the cells as detected by comparison of variant allele
frequencies (VAFs) before and after drug exposure13.

We hypothesize TMZ-response to be predetermined in clones of
GBM neoplastic cells with a specific set of mutations altering relevant
pathways. In order to test the hypothesis, we developed an in vitro
TMZ-treatment and post-treatment recovery model with GBM
patient-derived neurospheres in our laboratory following a model
previously described by Mihaliak et al,14. First we identified two
clinical patients, one a TMZ-responder still living as of publication
(for more than 38 months) and the other a non-responder who died
within 3 months of surgery. Then we isolated neoplastic cells from
surgically resected tumors from both patients, grew them in culture
as neurospheres, exposed them to the maximum clinically achievable
dose of TMZ (50 mM)11 in vitro for 5 days, and then allowed them to
grow for 28 days without the drug. Although the responder patient-
derived neurosphere did not show induction of apoptosis in response

to TMZ, almost all residual cells underwent TMZ-induced cellular
senescence (TICS). Conversely, the non-responder patient-derived
neurosphere underwent extensive apoptosis as an initial response to
TMZ-treatment and the residual cells readily resumed proliferation
upon drug withdrawal. These contrasting phenotypes were repeat-
edly observed in the two neurospheres irrespective of their cellular
passages. In order to detect these two contrasting TMZ-responsive
residual cells, we performed whole exome deep sequencing analysis
of both the neurospheres at 3 different time points: before TMZ-
treatment, after TMZ-treatment and after 28 days of post-treatment
recovery in vitro. We then estimated exome-wide enrichment of
VAFs and used Ingenuity pathway analysis (IPA) software to reveal
the relevant pathways, as altered by the genes where VAFs were en-
riched in response to TMZ. Sonic hedgehog (Hh) pathway, one of the
four pathways determined by our analysis, was significantly hyper-
activated in cells showing reversible drug-effect. We then verified the
likely involvement of the Hh-pathway by phenotypically clustering
additional neurospheres in our repository with MGMT expression
and TMZ-response in vitro. Finally, we demonstrated TMZ-
sensitization of a TMZ-non-responder neurosphere in vitro by treat-
ment with an FDA approved pharmacological Hh-pathway inhibitor
vismodegib15,16.

Results
A plausible model of chemotherapy response in GBM based on
clonal heterogeneity. When GBM neoplastic cells are exposed to the
chemotherapeutic drug TMZ, the first theoretical possibility (possi-
bility # 1 in Fig. 1A) is that all cells undergo apoptosis and die, leaving
no residual cells. Another extreme is possibility # 5 (Fig. 1A), nothing
happens to the cells and they keep cycling. The other possibilities are
partial apoptosis (possibilities #2, #3 and #4 in Fig. 1A). Under these

Figure 1 | (A) Schematic diagram of a model to explain TMZ-response in GBM neoplastic cells on the perspective of clonal heterogeneity. (B) The

experimental design for TMZ-treatment and post-treatment recovery of GBM neurospheres in vitro to address this hypothetical model of TMZ-response.
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conditions, the residual cells following drug withdrawal may either
show cell-cycle arrest (possibilities #2 and #3) or they may keep cycling
(possibility #4). The cells which initially show cell-cycle arrest may
either undergo a terminal differentiation by inducing cellular senes-
cence resulting sustained response after the drug withdrawal (possi-
bility #2) or may show reversible drug-effect by going back to the
cell-cycle again (possibility #3). We provide evidence for possibilities
#2 and #3 as a result of two GBM patient-derived neurospheres
which repeatedly showed sustained versus reversible response to
TMZ-treatment in vitro, irrespective of their cellular passages. Our
experimental design of TMZ-treatment and post-treatment recovery
(Fig 1B) was modified from Mihaliak et al,14.

Clinical response of the two lead GBM patients. Clinical responses
of the two lead GBM patients, from whom we identified the pheno-
types, are briefly described here. The first patient A49910 was a
TMZ-responder. Recurrence of the tumor along the periphery of
the surgically resected area was revealed in this patient after the 2nd

cycle of chemotherapy (Fig. 2c). This mass appeared to decrease in
size as observed in the follow-up scans done 5 months later after the
completion of all the 6 cycles of TMZ chemotherapy (Fig. 2d). This
is suggestive of good response to TMZ chemotherapy. The patient
appeared to be doing well and free from clinical progression during
follow-up visits for more than 38 months post-surgery. The second
patient M45481 died in three months after surgery despite a similar
treatment regimen.

Development of GBM patient-derived neurospheres and MGMT
analysis. We isolated neoplastic cells from tumors of GBM patients
at the time of surgery and grew them in culture as neurospheres.
Altogether six neurospheres were developed from tumor biopsies of
six GBM patients (including the two lead patients as described above).
Relative values of MGMT mRNA expression (relative to GAPDH
mRNA) from all six tumor biopsy tissues and corresponding tumor-
derived neurospheres, as given in Figures 2e and 2f respectively,
showed a very tight correlation (Pearson r 5 0.9513, p-value 0.0035).
Henceforth, the isolated neurospheres will be referred as A49910,
B0027, M45481, B0043, B0051 and B0048. MGMT expression in
M45481 was significantly higher than that of A49910, both in tumor
biopsy tissues (p-value 0.000243) and in the isolated neurospheres
(p-value 9.71128e-05).

TMZ-treatment response of the isolated neurospheres in vitro. All
the in vitro TMZ-treatment experiments were done on the neuro-
spheres A49910 and M45481 between passages 4–16. Results were
consistent in the neurospheres irrespective of their cellular passages
in vitro. To simulate the 28-day cycle of TMZ chemotherapy in
patients we treated all of the isolated neurospheres with the
maximum clinically achievable dose of TMZ (50 mM) in vitro for
5 consecutive days and grew them for another 23 days without any
drug intervention (post-treatment recovery). After 5 days, in A49910
viable cell count was 54.6 6 22.9% (p-value 1.067e-05) and in
M45481 it was 32.3 6 6.6% (p-value 9.883e-07) compared to their

Figure 2 | Radiological images of responder GBM patient A49910 and MGMT mRNA expressions of 6 GBM patient-derived tumor biopsy tissues and
isolated neurospheres. (a), Diagnostic MRI scan of the brain showing a space-occupying lesion (SOL) in insular cortex in A49910. (b), Postoperative CT

scan showing gross total resection in A49910. (c), MRI scan image after the 2nd cycle of chemotherapy showing recurrence of the tumor in A49910. (d),

Follow-up scan after 6 cycles of chemotherapy showing decrease in the size of the lesion in A49910. qRT-PCR estimation of MGMT mRNA expression

relative to GAPDH mRNA expression in (e), GBM tumor biopsies and (f), in corresponding neurospheres isolated from the tumors. (* p-value , 0.05, **

p-value , 0.01 and *** p-value , 0.001).
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corresponding DMSO-treated controls (as 100%) as shown in
Figure 3A c and f. But after 28th day the viable cell count was 3.5
6 3.2% in A49910 (p-value1.231e-10) and 52.1 6 14.6% in M45481
(p-value 0.001117) suggesting sustained effect of the drug only in
A49910, but not in M45481 (Fig 3A i and l). TMZ-treatment
experiments in vitro were repeated 6 times on A49910 and 3 times
on M45481 with technical replicates. Error bars were generated and

statistical significances (p-values) were calculated including all the
independently repeated experiments as biological replicates.

Growth curves of the neurospheres following TMZ-treatment and
post-treatment recovery. After 5 days of TMZ-treatment, both
A49910 and M45481 cells showed significant growth inhibition
compared to their respective DMSO-treated controls as shown in

Figure 3 | (A) Light microscopic images (200 mm bar) and viable cell count of the neurospheres following TMZ treatment and post-treatment recovery.

(a), DMSO treated control and (b), 5 days TMZ-treated neurospheres in A49910. (c), % viable cells in A49910 with DMSO- and 5 days of TMZ-

treatment. (d), DMSO-treated control and (e), 5 days TMZ-treated neurospheres in M45481. (f), % viable cells in M45481 with DMSO- and 5 days of

TMZ- treatment. (g), DMSO-treated control and (h), 28 days of post-TMZ-treated neurospheres in A49910. (i), % viable cells of DMSO-treated controls

and 28 days of post-TMZ-treated cells in A49910. (j), DMSO treated control and (k), 28 days post-TMZ-treated neurospheres in M45481. (l), % viable

cells of DMSO-treated controls and 28 days of post-TMZ-treated cells in M45481. (* p-value , 0.05, ** p-value , 0.01 and *** p-value , 0.001). (B)

Growth curves (MTS assay) following 5 days of TMZ treatment and 28 days of post-treatment recovery. (a), A49910 DMSO-treated control and 5 days of

TMZ-treated cells; (b), M45481 DMSO-treated control and 5 days of TMZ-treated cells; (c), A49910 DMSO-treated control and 28 days of post-TMZ-

treated cells; (d), M45481 DMSO-treated control and 28 days of post-TMZ-treated cells. (C), flow cytometry analysis of apoptosis using annexin V and

propidium iodide staining. (a), DMSO-treated A49910 cells, (b), 5 days of TMZ-treated A49910 cells, (c), DMSO treated M45481 cells and (d), 5 days of

TMZ-treated M45481 cells. (D) Tracking cell division by CFSE staining. (a), growth arrest of TMZ-treated A49910 cells at day 5 of treatment (yellow line)

compared to corresponding DMSO-treated control (blue line). The TMZ-treated A49910 cells remained arrested till day 28 post-treatment recovery

(pink line) while the DMSO-treated control cells proliferated (green line). (b), Growth arrest in TMZ-treated M45481 cells at day 5 of treatment (yellow

line) compared to corresponding DMSO-treated controls (blue line). At day 28 post-treatment recovery one subpopulation of TMZ-treated M45481 cells

showed growth arrest while other subpopulation proliferated (pink line) showing a staining intensity almost similar to their corresponding DMSO-

treated control cells (green line).
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Figures 3B a and b (p-values were 0.00028 for A49910 and 0.00191
for M45481 after 5 days of treatment). After 28th day of post-
treatment recovery it was only the TMZ-treated cells of A49910 but
not that of M45481 showed sustained growth retardation, as shown in
Figures 3B c and d (p-values 0.00551 for A49910 and 0.35536 for
M45481after 28 days of post-treatment recovery). Error bars were
generated from the triplicate OD values of each experiment. All the
MTS assays were repeated at least 2 times for each cell types at their
two independent passages and found consistent results.

Apoptosis versus sustained growth arrest in response to TMZ-
treatment. We observed extensive apoptosis in M45481 cells, as
shown by 76% annexin V and propidium iodide double positive
cells (Fig. 3C d), in response to 5 days of TMZ-treatment, whereas
in A49910 it was only 4.2% (Fig. 3C b). On the other hand, A49910
cells showed sustained growth arrest till 28th day even after the drug
withdrawal after 5 days, but the residual cells of M45481 resumed
proliferation upon withdrawal of the drug as demonstrated by CFSE
(Carboxy Fluorescein Succinimidyl Ester) staining (Fig. 3D a and b
respectively). Corroborating with MTS assay (as described above)
CFSE staining clearly demonstrated growth arrests in both A49910
and M45481 cells after 5 days of TMZ-treatment but that growth
arrest was sustained till 28th day only in TMZ-treated cells of A49910,
not that of M45481(pink lines in Figure 3D a and b respectively).

TMZ-induced cellular senescence (TICS) in vitro. Sustained
growth arrest in A49910 is due to induction of cellular senescence
as revealed by flattened cellular morphology and SA-b-Gal staining.
Morphologies at the single cellular levels as repeatedly observed in all
the in vitro TMZ-treatment experiments are represented in Figure 4A.
At day 5, qualitatively, there were no morphological differences
observed between the TMZ-treated cells of A49910 (Fig. 4A e) and
their corresponding DMSO treated cells (Fig. 4A a) but at day 28,
large and flattened appearance was visible only in the TMZ-treated
cells (Fig. 4A f) but not in the corresponding DMSO-treated cells
(Fig. 4A b). Unlike A49910, at day-5, the TMZ-treated cells of
M45481 (Fig 4A g) were appearing slightly bigger than their
corresponding DMSO-treated control cells (Fig 4A c) but at day 28,
both the TMZ-treated (Fig. 4A h) and the DMSO-treated (Fig. 4A d)
cells appeared almost similar in sizes. By a qualitative SA-b-Gal
colorimetric staining, the TMZ-treated A49910 cells showed intense
blue cytoplasmic staining of SA-b-Gal at day 28 post-treatment
recovery (Fig. 4B f), suggesting induction of cellular senescence by
TMZ-treatment. Some degree of blue cytoplasmic staining was also
observed in DMSO-treated control cells of A49910 at day 28, but
unlike the TMZ-treated cells, the control cells did not show any big
and flat morphology. However, M45481 cells did not show any SA-b-
Gal staining, neither after 5 days of TMZ-treatment (Fig. 4B c vs. g)
nor after 28 days of post-treatment recovery (Fig. 4B d vs. h).

Enrichment of VAFs in response to TMZ-treatment and post-
treatment recovery. From the phenotypes we see the residual cells
of A49910 showing sustained growth arrest and TICS in response to
TMZ-treatment in vitro. On the other hand, the residual cells of
M45481 resume proliferation readily after the drug withdrawal,
despite showing extensive apoptosis as an initial response to
TMZ-treatment in vitro. In order to detect the ‘‘specific set of muta-
tions’’ in the residual cells of both the neurospheres following TMZ-
treatment we analyzed the exome-wide enrichment of VAFs locus
by locus in both the neurospheres at 3 different time points – before
TMZ treatment (C5), 5 days after TMZ treatment (T5) and 28 days
after post-treatment recovery (T28). Significantly (p-values , 0.01)
altered VAFs showed biphasic trends of change with the first phase
representing the comparisons between C5 to T5 and the second phase
between T5 to T28 as shown in Figure 4C. In this way altogether 77
loci were identified in A49910, of them 45 were enriching. Similarly,
92 loci were identified in M45481of them 51 were enriching. The

enriching VAFs are shown in red arrows in Figure 4C. Lists of all
these loci are given in Supplementary Tables S17A and S17B. Detailed
lists of the variant loci showing these trends of VAF enrichment are
given in Supplementary Tables S2 through S14.

Bioinformatic analyses of pathways by Ingenuity pathway analysis
(IPA). Next we detected the pathways altered by the genes on which
the variant loci (mutations) were enriching in response to TMZ-
treatment in vitro. As shown in Table 1 cell-cycle G2/M DNA
damage checkpoint regulation and double strand break repair by
non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) were the two pathways altered
in A49910 by genes with enriching VAFs – by PRKDC, encoding for
the catalytic subunit of the DNA-dependent protein kinase (DNA-
PKcs), and by RPS6KA1, encoding for a member of the RSK (ribo-
somal S6 kinase) family of serine/threonine kinases respectively.
Similarly, the pathways altered in M45481 by the genes with en-
riching VAFs were lysine degradation II, V, phenylalanine degra-
dation IV and sonic hedgehog (Hh) signaling pathway – altered by
AASDH gene encoding for 2-Aminoadipic 6-Semialdehyde dehydro-
genase enzyme and by STK36 gene encoding for an enzyme serine/
threonine protein kinase 36 respectively. The selected list of genes
where VAFs enriched $ 70% and/or the genes significantly altered
relevant pathways as revealed by IPA are summarized in Table 1. The
complete list of significantly altered pathways as revealed by IPA is
given in Supplementary Table S16.

Functional validation of increased Hh-pathway activity (in the re-
sidual cells) through TMZ-treatment and post-treatment recovery.
First by Sanger sequencing analysis we confirmed the presence of
the variant locus of STK36 (Chromosome 2: 219557978 G to A) in
M45481 but not in A49910 (Fig. 4D), taking two independent pass-
ages of each cell types. This mutation appeared to be novel.
PolyPhen-2 prediction software showed it was a ‘‘deleterious’’ muta-
tion (Supplementary Table S15) but we do not know at this moment
how precisely this novel mutation on STK36 gene might be influ-
encing the Hh-pathway activity in GBM. Therefore, we checked
expressions of 11 canonical Hh-pathway component genes at three
time points – before TMZ treatment, after TMZ treatment and after
28 days of post treatment recovery. As shown in Figure 4E a, mRNA
expression of STK36 was found to be significantly increased in
M45481 but not in A49910 cells upon TMZ-treatment. Significant
increase in mRNA expressions was observed for the Hh-transcription
factors GLI1, GLI2 and GLI3 upon TMZ-treatment and post-
treatment recovery (Fig 4E b, c, d). Similar patterns were also
observed for SNAI1, as a bona fide downstream target of the Hh-
pathway, and for MGMT, as a bona fide covariate of TMZ response
in GBM (Fig 4E e, f). These expression analyses were done in the
neurospheres with biological replicates (at least 3 independently re-
peated experiments in each) as well as with the qRT-PCR technical
replicates.

Validation on additional neurospheres for the likely involvement
of Hh-pathway in TMZ-response. Next, we validated the likely in-
volvement of Hh-pathway in TMZ-response on additional neuro-
spheres from our repository. We estimated the expression correlations
of MGMT – as a covariate for TMZ response – with the set of 11
Hh-pathway component genes on A49910, M45481, B0027, B0043,
B0048 and B0051 neurospheres. As shown in Figure 5, MGMT ex-
pression correlated well with the expressions of GLI1 and SNAI1, in
all the neurospheres only except in M45481. Unlike the other 5 neu-
rospheres, expressions of GLI1/SNAI1 vs. MGMT were clearly dis-
cordant in this neurosphere. As shown in Figure 5 a, GLI1/SNAI1
expression in M45481 was as high as B0048 but MGMT expression
was 61.3 fold lower than B0048. Therefore, we estimated expression
correlation of the 11 Hh-pathway component genes with MGMT on
the 5 neurospheres excluding M45481. For the rest of 5 neurospheres,
A49910 and B0027 were responders whereas B0043, B0050 and
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B0051 were non-responders as revealed by annexin V and CFSE
staining experiments (data not shown). We found statistically signi-
ficant correlations of expression of MGMT with that of the key com-
ponent genes of the Hh-pathway GLI1 (r 5 0.9939), SNAI1 (r 5
0.9917) and SUFU (r 5 0.964); (jrj 5 0.96 is the 10% False Dis-
covery Rate cutoff for significance). Linear regression of GLI1 on
MGMT (Adjusted R2 5 0.9839, p-value 0.00056) and that of SNAI1
on MGMT (Adjusted R2 5 0.9752, p-value 0.008286), as in Figures 5 c
and d respectively, suggest the Hh-pathway to be playing a significant
role in TMZ-response of the GBM neurospheres.

Validation on TCGA-GBM database as a large clinical cohort of
GBM. In order to further validate the correlations of expression of
MGMT expression with that of GLI1 and SNAI1 on GBM patients,
we downloaded TCGA-GBM RNA-Seq V2 database and extracted
the whole transcriptomics data on 149 patients from the database17.
mRNA expression of MGMT showed statistically significant
correlation with that of SNAI1 (Spearman r 5 0.2678, p-value
0.0010, N 5 149) but surprisingly did not show significant (p-
value 0.09) correlation with GLI1 (as given in the Supplementary
Figure S1).

Figure 4 | (A) Light microscopic images (50 mm bar) at single cellular level. (a), day 5 DMSO-treated control cells of A49910, (b), day 28 DMSO-treated

control cells of A49910. (c), day 5 DMSO-treated control cells of M45481, (d), day 28 DMSO-treated control cells of M4548, (e), day 5 TMZ-treated cells

of A49910, (f), day 28 post-TMZ-treated cells of A49910, (g), day 5 TMZ-treated cells of M45481, and (h), day 28 post-TMZ-treated cells of M45481. (B)

Light microscopic images (50 mm bar) of the cells showing SA-b-Gal staining following TMZ treatment and post-treatment recovery. (a), day 5 DMSO-

treated control cells of A49910, (b), day 28 DMSO-treated control cells of A49910. (c), day 5 DMSO-treated control cells of M45481, (d), day 28 DMSO-

treated control cells of M4548, (e), day 5 TMZ-treated cells of A49910, (f), day 28 post-TMZ-treated cells of A49910, (g), day 5 TMZ-treated cells of

M45481, and (h), day 28 post-TMZ-treated cells of M45481. (C) VAFs showing biphasic trends where the first phase is the comparison of VAFs between

C5 to T5 and second phase is the comparison of VAFs between T5 to T28. Red arrows are showing enriching VAFs in upward direction, blue showing

downward direction and black showing no significant change. The green and purple horizontal bars on the right side represent the number of genes (N) in

each category in A49910 and in M45481 respectively. (D) Sanger sequencing chromatogram showing a G to A transition on STK36 gene (arrow mark) in

M45481 (lower panel) but not in A49910 (upper panel). (E) Showing mRNA expression patterns of Hh-pathway component genes, STK36 (a), GLI1 (b),

GLI2 (c), GLI3 (d), Hh-pathway target gene SNAI1 (e) and MGMT (f) following TMZ-treatment and post-treatment recovery (C5, DMSO treated

control; T5, day-5 TMZ-treated; T28, day-28 post-treatment recovery, *p-value , 0.05, **p-value , 0.01 and ***p-value , 0.001).
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TMZ-sensitization of a TMZ-non-responder neurosphere in vitro
by Hh-pathway inhibitor vismodegib. However, in order to further
understand the link between TMZ-response and the Hh-pathway in
GBM we performed a proof of principle experiment in vitro. We
performed this experiment on the most TMZ-resistant neurosphere
(B0048) from our repository. As shown in Figure 6 a, b and the first
two columns of e, there was no significant apoptosis induced by
TMZ-treatment alone to this neurosphere in vitro (p-value 0.179).
But a 3.2 fold increase (p-value 0.0004) in the total number of apo-
ptotic cells in the same neurosphere was observed when the TMZ-
treatment was done along with the FDA-approved Hh-pathway
inhibitor drug vismodegib treatment in vitro (Fig. 6 e). Vismodegib
treatment alone induced 2.2 fold (p-value 0.0011) apoptosis com-
pared to the DMSO-treated control (Fig. 6 e). These results suggest
the Hh-pathway could be a potential therapeutic target to enhance
TMZ-response in this malignancy.

Discussion
To summarize, we have three major components to our study. First,
we describe a model that explains varied TMZ-response of GBM. We
observed the response of heterogeneous pool of GBM neoplastic cells
treated with the maximum clinically achievable dose of the DNA-
damaging chemotherapeutic agent TMZ in vitro. We determined
that the residual cells demonstrated either sustained growth arrest
followed by cellular senescence (in responder patient-derived neuro-
sphere) or a transient cell-cycle arrest followed by a reversible drug-
effect (in non-responder patient-derived neurosphere). Such reversible
cell-cycle arrest by TMZ-treatment in GBM neurospheres in vitro
was previously reported by Mihaliak et al,14. Induction of cellular
senescence is recognized as an indicator of good TMZ-response in
GBM18 but not much is known about the mechanisms. TMZ chemo-
therapy in patients is given in 28-day cycles – 5 days of treatment and
23 days of recovery1. The later period allows patients to recover from
the toxic effects of the drug and prepare for the next cycle, as do the
neoplastic cells unless the drug effect is sustained in them. If GBM
neoplastic cells do indeed show a sustained TMZ-effect via the
induction of TICS during the recovery period, this could have a
profound impact on the final outcome of TMZ chemotherapy. Sug-
gesting, the fate of residual clones, either a sustained response or a
reversible drug-effect following TMZ treatment, could be very
important.

The second component of our study was to identify the genetic
basis of residual clones demonstrating either TICS or reversible
growth-arrest. We explored the genetic heterogeneity of the neuro-
spheres in order to identify the ‘‘specific set of mutations’’ that are

enriching in presence of TMZ in vitro. It is a long standing argument
whether a resistant clone in a tumor is preexisting or generated de-
novo by harsh treatment from a mutagenic or DNA damaging drug
(such as TMZ). Regardless of origin, if a clone is altered upon TMZ
exposure it will be reflected on the mutation spectrum by an enrich-
ment of VAFs on loci throughout its genome. As we currently do not
have a proper tool to address the dynamics of clonal heterogeneity,
deep DNA sequencing technology is the only method which might be
able to shed some light on this13. We used this method in TMZ-
treated GBM neoplastic cells and found enrichment of VAFs on 45
genes in cells showing TICS (e.g., ST5, PRKDC and RPS6KA1) and
on 51 genes in cells showing reversible TMZ-effect (e.g., FREM2,
AASDH and STK36). These genes are relevant to the respective
phenotypes observed in the two neurospheres. For instance, the
A49910 neurosphere, which displayed flattened residual cell mor-
phology, we found highest enrichment of VAF in the ST5 gene, which
is involved in cytoskeletal reorganization19. Two genes enriched in the
A49910 neurosphere following TMZ-treatment play central roles in
the DNA damage response (DDR) pathways: PRKDC encodes for
the catalytic subunit of the DNA-dependent protein kinase (DNA-
PKcs), and RPS6KA1, encodes for a member of the RSK (ribosomal
S6 kinase) family of serine/threonine kinases20–22. In the M45481 the
highest enrichment of VAF was in FREM2, which encodes for an
extracellular matrix component, associated with cellular migration
and motility23. The M45481 also demonstrated lysine-II&V/pheny-
lalanine degradation pathway via AASDH and sonic hedgehog (Hh)
pathway via STK3624,25. The role of AASDH in cellular senescence/
quiescence is not well defined, but amino acid degradation pathways
in general can have significant impact on cell survival26. The Hh-
pathway is a developmentally important signaling pathway known
to be involved in proliferation, migration and survival of cancer
cells15,27,28. All four signaling pathways detected by our analysis may
be relevant to their respective phenotypes, but for the current study
we selected the Hh-pathway for further validation experiments.

The third and last component of our study was validation. To
begin, we confirmed the existence of the variant locus (G to A transi-
tion) on the STK36 gene by Sanger sequencing. The biological impor-
tance of this specific mutation on the STK36 gene is not yet clear to us
at this moment. Serine/Threonine kinase STK36 alias ‘‘Fused (Fu)’’ is
a key component of the Hh-pathway24,25. Experimentally knocking
out this gene impairs the Hh-pathway activity but the kinase func-
tion of STK36 is not responsible for its key role in the Hh-pathway24.
In a high throughput siRNA based functional assay29, silencing of
STK36 gene sensitizes established cultured cells to DNA damaging
agents (PARP inhibitors), thereby suggesting its role in DDR. We

Table 1 | The selected list of genes where VAFs enriched above 70% and/or the genes significantly altered relevant pathways as revealed by
IPA in A49910 and M45481.

Chromosome# Locus VAFs at C5 VAFs at T5 VAFs at T28 Hugo Symbol
Significantly altering pathways as detected by Ingenuity
pathway analysis (IPA)

A49910
11 8752598 72.73% 40% 94.74% ST5 None
1 228494790 63.33% 50% 85.29% OBSCN None
1 11579470 30% 66.67% 78.79% PTCHD2 None
7 91712698 70% 60% 77.50% AKAP9 None
1 26883511 39.13% 37.50% 73.81% RPS6KA1 Cell cycle G2/M DNA damage checkpoint regulation
10 37506700 50% 42.86% 72.22% ANKRD30A None
8 48798539 57.30% 35.82% 71.62% PRKDC Double strand break repair by non-homologous

end joining
M45481
13 39343807 52.38% 51.04% 76.54% FREM2 None
17 56388238 68% 43.86% 73.33% BZRAP1 None
6 116973182 60% 36.84% 70.83% ZUFSP None
4 57248716 35.44% 56.73% 42.37% AASDH Lysine II, V and phenylalanine degradation pathway
2 219557978 27.78% 16.54% 38.66% STK36 Sonic hedgehog signalling pathway
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observed a statistically significant increase of the Hh-pathway activ-
ity in response to DNA-damaging insult by TMZ in M45481 cells
but not in A49910 cells. This also suggests an important role for the
Hh-pathway in DDR.

For further validation using additional GBM neurospheres in our
repository we selected MGMT as a covariate of TMZ-response30,31 in
order to estimate its expression correlation with the 11 canonical Hh-
pathway component genes. They correlated well excluding the neu-
rosphere M45481, which showed discordance in terms of MGMT
and GLI1/SNAI1 expression patterns. The relative levels of GLI1/
SNAI1 expressions in this neurosphere were as high as that of the
most TMZ-resistant neurosphere B0048 but MGMT expression was
61.3 fold lower than B0048. However, despite being 61.3 fold lower
than B0048, MGMT expression in M45481 neurosphere appeared to
be more than 200 fold higher than that of the responder neurosphere
A49910. Phenotypically, the neurosphere M45481 initially responded
to TMZ-treatment in vitro but reverted back within 3–4 weeks of drug
withdrawal. Therefore, in spite of showing an initial response to TMZ-
treatment this neurosphere finally behaved like a non-responder. This

‘‘reversible non-response’’ phenotype was repeatedly observed in this
neurosphere but we have no more such ‘‘reversible non-responder’’
neurospheres in our repository at this moment. Therefore, it could
not be classified as a separate group and was excluded from this
correlation analysis.

The patterns of MGMT expression in patient biopsy samples and
in the neurospheres were tightly correlated. Interestingly, MGMT
expression in the neurospheres of A49910, B0027 and M45481 was
lower than in their corresponding tumor biopsies but it remained
either unchanged in B0043 or even increased in B0048 and in B0051
neurospheres compared to their corresponding tumor biopsies. As
further investigation was outside of our main area of study, we cau-
tiously interpret these results as follows. Freshly resected tumor
biopsy tissues can contain ‘‘non-tumor’’ cells, such as leukocytes,
untransformed glial cells or even normal neurons. It is unlikely that
MGMT is silenced in these normal cells, suggesting a relatively higher
MGMT expression in biopsies (which is mixed up with normal cells)
compared to the corresponding responder neurospheres. On the other
hand, MGMT could be overexpressed in non-responder neurospheres

Figure 5 | (a), mRNA expressions of GLI1, SNAI1and MGMT in 6 neurospheres. (b), Correlation matrix of 11 Hh-pathway component genes and

MGMT ( | r | 5 0.96 FDR 0.1) on 5 cells except M45481. (c), Regression model fitting with the expressions of GLI1 with MGMT and (d), SNAI1 with

MGMT. Red dots representing non-responder cells and black dots responder cells.
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compared to the normal cells. Therefore the resultant MGMT ex-
pression could be higher in the non-responder neurospheres com-
pared to their corresponding tumor biopsies.

In our results MGMT expression was correlated with the expres-
sions of GLI1 and SNAI, as well as with direct TMZ-response of these
neurospheres in vitro. Although it is not a direct measure, MGMT
expression is the closest measure of TMZ-response in GBM. There-
fore we further tested the correlation of expression of MGMT with
that of GLI1 and SNAI1 in the TCGA-GBM database with partial
validation. MGMT expression was significantly correlated with
SNAI1 but poorly correlated with GLI1. This indicates the possible
influence of Hh-pathway intermediate factor (s) or co-factor (s) in
GBM in vivo which could be a subject of further investigation.
Finally, as a proof of principle experiment in vitro we demonstrated
TMZ-sensitization of a TMZ-resistant neurosphere by treatment
with the FDA approved pharmacological Hh-pathway inhibitor vis-
modegib. That is encouraging from the translational point of view
and subject to a separate investigation including more in vitro experi-
ments and preclinical mouse models.

The role of the Hh-pathway is known in various aspects of cancer
cell biology but its role in chemoresistance is unclear. Recently,
mechanistic details of how Hh-transcription factor GLI1 and SNAI1
impart chemoresistance in Acute Myeloid Leukemia (AML) have been
explained32. Moreover, inhibition of the Hh-pathway together with the
PI3K pathway is a better therapeutic option than inhibition of PI3K
alone33. Precise mechanistic details of how Hh-pathway confers TMZ
chemoresistance in GBM are currently being explored in our labor-
atory. In the present paper we demonstrated an in vitro model of
clonal enrichment analysis by exome wide enrichment of VAFs in
response to TMZ-treatment and post-treatment recovery. The TMZ-
treatment and post-recovery model in vitro was shown before by

Mihaliak et al,14 and we have utilized this model to further under-
stand the genetic basis of the residual clones showing sustained
versus reversible TMZ-effect. To our understanding this is a first
study of this kind where genetic heterogeneity of GBM neurospheres
in response to TMZ in vitro has been explored as a discovery scale
experiment to find out the genes and pathways responsible for TMZ-
response. With this analysis we found the Hh-pathway to hinder
sustained TMZ-response in GBM neoplastic cells. Therefore, there
is a strong possibility of induction of apoptosis/cellular senescence in
GBM neoplastic cells if the Hh-pathway is kept suppressed while
treating GBM with TMZ. Clinically, inhibition of this pathway could
be a potential strategy to enhance sustained TMZ-response in this
malignancy.

Methods
Patient follow-up in clinic. Following the guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki,
all patients provided written consent in compliance with institutional review board
(IRB) approvals from their respective institutes and hospitals. All methods were
carried out in accordance with the NIBMG, India, Ethical Committee approved
guidelines. Details of the patients’ clinical follow-up information are given in the
Supplementary Information.

Collection of tumor tissues and isolation of neurospheres. Fresh tumor tissues were
collected from Operation Theater immediately after surgery. We utilized
approximately 0.2 to 0.5 centimeter (, size of a pencil eraser) sizes of resected tumors
from patients to make single cell suspensions in order to develop neurospheres.
Single-cell suspensions from tumor tissues were made by enzymatic digestion with
Liberase selection grade (Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Germany, cat# 114106). The
suspensions were treated with RBC lysis buffer for 5 minutes at room temperature.
Then the suspensions were washed two times with ice cold PBS (1X) and finally the
cell pellets were re-suspended and seeded with StemProR NSC SFM media
(Invitrogen, NY, USA cat# A10509-01) at standard mammalian tissue culture
conditions to grow them as neurospheres. Approximately 4–5 million viable cells (as
counted by trypan blue exclusion test at the final step) were seeded in 4ml of media in

Figure 6 | Flow cytometry analysis of annexin-V and propidium iodide (PI) staining of apoptotic cells following vismodegib (50 mM) and TMZ
(50 mM) treatment to B0048 neurosphere. a), DMSO-treated control, b), TMZ treatment alone, c) vismodegib treatment alone, d), TMZ treatment along

with vismodegib treatment and e), showing % of apoptotic cells (annexin-V positive 1 PI positive 1 annexin-V and PI double positive cells). (* p-value

, 0.05, ** p-value , 0.01 and *** p-value , 0.001).
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a T-25 flask for developing neurospheres. We isolated 6 neurospheres A49910,
M45481, B0027, B0043, B0048 and B0051 for our current study.

TMZ treatment to the neurospheres in vitro. Patient-derived neurospheres were
treated with either 50 mM TMZ (Sigma-Aldrich, MO, USA cat# 76899) or with 0.1%
DMSO (as vehicle control) for 5 days. Then the drug was withdrawn and the
neurospheres were further grown for 23 days without drug. At the end of 5 days and
28 days they were trypsinized into single-cell suspensions and viable cell numbers
were determined by hemocytometer following a standard trypan blue exclusion test.
All images of the neurospheres and single cells were documented with inverted
microscope Leica DM IL LED using the software Leica Application Suite Version
3.7.0 (Leica Microsystems GmbH, Germany,).

Growth curve analysis of neurospheres by MTS assay. Growth curve was
determined by standard MTS assay using CellTiter 96R AQueous One Solution Cell
Proliferation Assay System (Promega Corporation, WI, USA cat# G3580) following
manufacturer’s protocol. MTS assay was done in triplicates at 4 different time points
(0th, 1st, 3rd and 5th day) after 5 days of treatment and 28 days of post-treatment
recovery.

Tracking cell division for 28 days by CFSE staining. Single cell suspensions of
neurospheres were stained with Carboxyfluorescein succinimidyl ester (CFSE) using
CellTraceTM CFSE Cell Proliferation Kit (Life technologies, Oregon, USA cat#
C34554) following manufacturer’s protocol. The stained cells were divided into two
equal parts, one part treated with DMSO and the other part was treated with 50 mM
TMZ for 5 days. CFSE staining intensities were measured by flow cytometry (BD
AcuriTM C6, BD BioSciences, USA) after 5 days of treatment and at 28 days of post-
treatment recovery.

Senescence associated b-Gal (SA-b -Gal) staining. SA-b-gal staining was done to
determine cellular senescence using cellular senescence assay kit (Chemicon
International, MA, USA cat # KAA002) following manufacturer’s protocol. Briefly,
approximately 5 3 105 cells were washed with 1x PBS, fixed by fixing solution
provided with the kit, stained overnight with 2 ml freshly prepared 1x SA-b-gal
detection solution and observed under phase contrast microscopy.

DNA/RNA extraction and quantitative reverse transcriptase polymerase chain
reaction (qRT-PCR) analysis. All DNA and RNA were extracted from cells using
AllPrep DNA/RNA Mini Kit (Qiagen GmbH, Germany cat# 80204). Reverse
transcription was done using High Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit
(Applied Biosystems, UK cat# 4368814) Quantitative measurements of target gene
expression relative to either b-Actin or 18s RNA or GAPDH were performed in
triplicates using Power SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems, UK cat#
4368706) following the manufacturer’s recommendations in an ABI 7900HT Fast
Real Time PCR system. Relative expression was defined by 2-DCt method34. Error bars
were generated from the triplicate -DCt values. The primer sequences are given in the
Supplementary Table S18.

Whole exome sequencing (WES) experiments. Libraries for WES were constructed
and sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq2000 using 100 bp paired-end reads following
manufacturer’s guidelines. Image analysis and base calling were performed using the
Illumina Real Time Analysis (RTA) Pipeline version 1.12 with default parameters as
previously reported35. Details of the experiments are given in Supplementary
Information.

Analysis of variant allele frequency (VAF). VAF at a locus was defined as the
proportion of the variant allele observed by the total depth at that position. Difference
in VAF was measured using standardized two-sample Z Statistic. If pt1 be the VAF at a
locus at time t1 [t1 can be Day5 control (C5), Day5 TMZ-treated (T5) and Day 28 post-
treatment recovery (T28)] with depth n1 and pt2 be the VAF for the same locus at a
different time point t2 (t2 can be C5, T5 and T28 but not t1) with depth n2, the
standardized Z Statistic with asymptotically normal properties is defined as

Z~
pt1{pt2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

p 1{pð Þð Þ 1
n1

{
1

n2

� �s where, p~ n1p2zn2p2ð Þ= n1zn2ð Þ:

We ranked all the significantly different VAFs based on their Z2 values and
preselected the top 1% in order to reduce false positive results.

Bioinformatic analyses of significantly altered pathways. Significantly over-
represented pathways were identified using Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) web
based application (accessed on 1st Aug, 2013). We downloaded the RNA-Seq based
whole transcriptomics data available as open access (https://tcga-data.nci.nih.gov/
tcga/accessed on May 20th 2014) and extracted gene expression results of the already
published TCGA-GBM clinical cohort17.

TMZ-sensitization of a TMZ non-responder neurosphere by inhibition of Hh-
pathway in vitro. For this experiment we preselected a non-responder neurosphere
from our repository (B0048) which was the most resistant to TMZ-treatment in vitro.
We treated the cells either with maximum clinically achievable dose (50 mM) of
vismodegib (Selleckchem, Houston, TX, USA, cat # S1082) or DMSO (0.1%) as

placebo consecutively for 5 days. After 5 days both the DMSO-treated cells and
vismodegib-treated cells were sub-divided into two parts. One part was treated with
TMZ (50 mM) and the other part was continued with DMSO treatment. Similarly, the
one part of the vismodegib-treated cells was treated with TMZ (50 mM) along with
vismodegib (50 mM) and the other part was continued with vismodegib treatment
alone. Annexin-V and propidium iodide staining was done on the cells after this
complete course of treatment (altogether for 10 days). The number of apoptotic cells
in each treatment was detected by flow cytometry analysis (BD AcuriTM C6, BD
BioSciences, USA). The data presented as the total number of apoptotic cells in each
treatment. The whole experiment was done in triplicate and the error bars were
calculated from the independently repeated experiments.

Statistical analyses. To compare the differences in viable cell numbers of DMSO- and
TMZ- treated cells, for the ith set of experiments, we translated the number of viable
TMZ-treated cells as percentage of viable DMSO-treated cells (ui). The mean of ui was
compared with 100, using univariate t-test. Student’s t-test was used to compare the
gene expressions by quantitative RT-PCR experiments. We fitted a linear regression
to approximate the growth curve by MTS assays. Days were taken as the independent
variable (0, 1, 3, and 5) and OD values of MTS assays as dependent variable. For each
cell two separate regressions were fitted using the control and the TMZ treated OD
values. The slope of these two regression equations were compared both in day 5 and
in day 28. Pearson’s correlation coefficients (r) were determined on the expression of
11 canonical Hh-pathway component genes and MGMT in the neurospheres.
Multiple testing correction was done with a False Discovery Rate36 of 10%, to find out
significant correlations. All statistical analyses were done using R 3.1 (http://www.
r-project.org) and GraphPad Prism 6 (http://www.graphpad.com).
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